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I. Vocabulary and Phrases：  
(字彙與片語單選題：題號 1-10題，每題 2分，共 20分) 

 
1. Downpours brought by Typhoon Morakot have caused _______ in southern 

Taiwan. 
 (A) floods (B) famine (C) drought (D) tsunami 
 
2. How do you ________ your last name? Is it M-C-D-O-N-O-U-G-H? 
 (A) read (B) call (C) check (D) spell 
 
3. Thank you very much indeed for helping me a lot. I really _______ it. 
 (A) remember (B) accept (C) deserve  (D) appreciate 
 
4. This is Mary’s shopping list: a loaf of toast, cheese cake and tiramisu.  She 

can get them at a _______. 
 (A) cafeteria (B) florist (C) bakery (D) Laundromat 
 
5. These stray dogs will ________ every year. 
 (A) raise (B) increase (C) improve (D) appear 
 
6. She took off the old dress and ________ a new one. 
 (A) put on (B) put in (C) put off (D) put out 
 
7. Peggy is popular among us because she is willing to ________ all the time.  
 (A) give a ticket (B) give a ring (C) give and take (D) give a hand 
 
8. We held a party to __________ our success. 
 (A) remember (B) celebrate (C) recall (D) observe 
 
9. John did not talk much in the meeting because he was _______ making 

mistakes. 
 (A) afraid of (B) good at (C) scared of (D) surprised at 
 
10. The police started off at once to _________ the missing girls. 
 (A) look over (B) look forward (C) look out  (D) look for 
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II. Grammar:  (文法單選題：題號 11-20題，每題 2分，共 20分) 
 
11. Could you please tell me how _____ I am from the town center?  
 (A) near (B) away (C) far (D) distant 
 
 
12. That pretty writer made Tom ______ her book. 
 (A) to buy (B) buying (C) buy (D) buys 
 
13. A: Do you know Brad Pitt’s and Angelina Jolie’s movie Mr. and Mrs. Smith? 
   B: Yeah, I ____________ it five years ago. 
 (A) had seen (B) would see (C) saw (D) have seen 
 
14. My sister is a slow person. She can ______ two hours to take a bath. 
 (A) use (B) take (C) lose (D) cost  
 
15. Are these the pictures ________ you took in Japan? 
 (A) when (B) that (C) where (D) whose 
 
16. The storybook must _______ in English. 
 (A) write (B) be written (C) written (D) wrote 
 
17. If the weather is fine this weekend, we ________ to the beach for 2 days. 
 (A) will go (B) went (C) would go (D) have gone 
 
18. Betty and Tom go jogging every day, and Allen _____, too. 
 (A) does (B) has (C) will (D) is 
 
19. Mrs. Chen has lived here _______ sixteen years ago. 
 (A) since (B) for (C) yet (D) before 
 
20. Eating meals regularly ______ important. 
 (A) are (B) do (C) does (D) is 
 
III. Dialogue:  (對話單選題：題號 21-30題，每題 2分，共 20分) 

 
21. A: Look! ___________________. 

B: Hurry up and let’s catch it. 
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 (A) Here comes the bus. (B) Here the bus comes. 
 (C) The bus here comes. (D) Comes the bus here. 
 
22. Tom: How often do you take exercise?    Mary: ___________________. 
 (A) Long time ago. (B) Three times a week. 
 (C) I like exercise.  (D) Maybe this weekend. 
 
23. Miss Wang: Mike, here are some drinks and desserts.  ___________. 

Mike: Thank you, Miss Wang. 
 (A) Do your best. (B) Make up your mind. 
 (C) Make yourself at home. (D) Come on. 
 
24. A: Dr. Anderson’s office. ________________ 

B: Yes, I’d like to make an appointment with Dr. Anderson. 
 (A) May I take your question? (B) What are you calling for? 
 (C) Do you have any problem? (D) May I help you? 
 
25. A: Would you please hand me a knife? 

B: Sure.  _________ knife would you like? 
A: The sharper one. 

 (A) Which (B) Whichever (C) Whatever (D) What 
 
26. A: Hello. This is Bob. _________________ Steve? 

B: Sure. Hang on. 
 (A) Is anyone called (B) May I speak to 
 (C) Are you (D) Is there 
 
27. A: It’s getting hot in here. Would you please open the window? 

B: ________________ 
 (A) You are welcome. (B) Not at all. 
 (C) I’d be happy to. (D) Of course not. 
 
28. Waiter: __________________ 

Customer: Yes. I’d like seafood noodle with pepper. 
 (A) Are you ready to order? (B) Would you like some more? 
 (C) Is everything alright? (D) May I take your order? 
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29. Cindy: A bus hit an old man this morning. 

Susan: _____________  Was she alright? 
 (A) That’s a miracle. (B) That’s terrific. 
 (C) That’s terrible. (D) That’s unbelievable. 
 
30. A: ____________  Can you tell me where the post office is? 

B: Sorry, I’m also new here. 
 (A) Forgive me. (B) I am sorry. 
 (C) Excuse me. (D) Pardon me. 
 
IV. Reading Comprehension:  

(閱讀理解單選題：題號 31-40題，每題 2分，共 20分) 

Reading A:  
51% of the world’s population is female. 75% are from the Northern  

Hemisphere. One person in ten is over 65 years old. One person in three is 
below 15 years of age. 23% are Europeans. 5% of the people in the world own 
half of the world’s wealth. If there were only one village on earth and it had 
exactly 100 people, who would it consist of?  
 
31. ______ of them would be from Europe. 
 (A) Twenty-three (B) Twenty-third 
 (C) Twenty three (D) Twenty third 
 
32. _____ of the village’s population would live in the Northern Hemisphere. 
 (A) Three-fourth (B) Threes-four (C) Threes-fourths (D) Three-fourths 
 
33. Five of the villagers would own half of the village’s wealth. The other half of 

the wealth would be shared among the remaining ______ villagers. 
 (A) ninety-fifth (B) nine-five 
 (C) ninty five (D) ninety-five 
 
Reading B: 
On the Telephone 
Hotel clerk: Good morning. Peace Hotel. 
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Joyce: Would you connect me with the room number 223? 
Hotel clerk: Hold on, please. (Ringing but no answer). I am sorry. No answer. 

May I take your message? 
Joyce: Yes, would you please tell Mr. Hsu to call Joyce of EVA Air in Taipei 

when he is back. My telephone number is 02-26577711. I want to talk 
with him about his flight reservation. 

Hotel clerk: Certainly. I will give the message to Mr. Hsu. 
 
34. Does the guest at room number 223 answer the phone? 
 (A) Yes, the guest is available at the moment. 
 (B) No, the line is busy. 
 (C) No, the guest is not in the guest room at the moment. 
 (D) No, the guest is on the phone. 
 
35. From the message Joyce leaves, we can infer that______________ 
 (A) Mr. Hsu works in Taipei. 
 (B) Joyce works in the airline company. 
 (C) Joyce is Mr. Hsu’s customer. 
 (D) Joyce won’t wait for Mr. Hsu’s call. 
 
Reading C: 

Some experts are so convinced that colors have a strong effect on us that 
they believe colors can be used to heal. They say that by concentrating our 
thoughts on certain colors, we can cause energy to go to the parts of the body 
that need treatment. White light is said to be cleansing and it can balance the 
body’s entire system. Yellow stimulates the mind and creates a positive attitude, 
so it can help against depression. Green, which has a calming and restful effect, 
is good for heart. Books are available that teach people how to heal with colors. 
These books provide long lists of ailments and the colors that can heal them.   
 
36. If someone is upset all the time, which color might have a healing effect? 
 (A) yellow (B) white (C) green (D) pink 
 
37. Which color can soothe those who tend to panic? 
 (A) indigo (B) white (C) yellow (D) green 
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38. Which color can purify one’s spirit of evil thoughts? 
 (A) yellow (B) white (C) green (D) pink 
 
Reading D: 

Yesterday, Joe went to the post office. First, Joe bought some stamps. He 
needed twenty-cent stamps and forty-cent stamps to mail some postcards. He 
also wanted to mail a package to his family and had it insured. When Joe gave 
the clerk his package, the clerk noticed that Joe forgot to write his return address 
on the package and told him to put the address on it. Then, Joe asked for a 
money order. He wanted to send some money to his family. 
 
39. What was the first thing did Joe do in the post office?  

(A) He bought some stamps. 
(B) He mailed some postcards. 
(C) He mailed a package. 
(D) He asked for a money order. 

 
40. How did Joe send money to his family? 

(A) It didn’t mention in the paragraph. 
(B) He sent it by express. 
(C) He transferred the money from his bank account. 
(D) He sent the money by money order.  
 
 

V.  Composition: （作文，共 20分) 
Choose one and write a composition of 100 words. (二選一，選一題寫作) 

1. When given homework, some students prefer to work alone while others 
prefer to work with their friends. Which do you prefer? 

2. In group discussion, some people prefer to be leaders while others prefer to 
be listeners and followers. Which do you prefer?   


